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THE COMPOSER

"If not for the tragic fate of my Motherland and my
nation, I would have become a composer..."
Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis
Since his childhood, M. K. Oginskis was being
prepared for the public service but he always had a
talent for music. Mykolas Kleopas became famous,
earned the recognition and glory at the age of 25.
He was the best known as a composer of the very
popular polonaises, romances, mazurkas and other
musical works.
Musicologist, honored artist of Belarus, the head
of art collective "Belarus chapel", laureate of Belarusian State Award for creative achievements in culture and arts (in 1999) Victor Skorobogatov has stated that such success of Mykolas Kleopas, "resulted
from not only innate musical talent but also from a
deep tradition of Oginskiai family, which began to
emerge in the 1700's". Particularly influential for
Mykolas Kleopas was the example of his distant relative, poet, painter, musician, book publisher, the
Voivode of Vilnius (1764–1768), the Great Hetman of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania 115 (1768–
1793), the Duke Mykolas Kazimieras Oginskis
(1730–1800).
In the publication of music historian L. Kiauleikytë
"Musical Notions of the Duke Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis – reflections of epochal transformations" (published in the "Dukes Oginskiai in the History of Lithuanian. Traces of Cultural Work", p. 175) complements
the propositions of V. Skorobogatov by noting:
"The love for the art of music came not only from the
obligations of a family, but also from the caste. Descen-

dants of the nobility in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
and later during the occupation the Russian empire were
taught music; they travelled abroad to improve the knowledge; play in the environment of an aristocracy. In the
second half of the 18th century, when the personality of
the Duke Mykolas Kleopas matured, the fashion of musical performances among the aristocracy was on its peak. There is no coincidence that the Enlightenment is
often called the century of "Monarchs the musicians".
However, just to know how to play music was not
enough – everyone sought to be among the world's celebrity community."
In his childhood "Memoirs", Mykolas Kleopas wrote that at the age of 20 he already played all the music from notes. However, there were moments in his
life, when he did not touch the piano for a few years.
He played the piano rarely and shortly:
"Since the year 1797, I almost stopped playing the piano, and I touched it only when the desire to play a few
chords emerged or compose several musical works that appeared quite successful. I took the violin lesson with diligence, although only twice with a ten-year break. [...] However, I never had the time and patience to practice, when
I had to play without accompaniment. For many times,
I was mad at myself that I gave the priority for the sophisticated instrument, which does not like the mediocrity."
In his book "Letters about Music"116, M. K. Oginskis wrote that he was learning music all his life, although neither in the childhood nor later music lessons were not mandatory for him. Even in the last
year of his life, when the eyesight weakened, he searched for methods to learn to play the violin much
better. The violin playing skills he often improved

Hetmans of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth were the highest-ranking military officers, second only to the King, in the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth.
116
Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis, Laiðkai apie muzikà, ("Letters About Music"), Vilnius: Regionø kultûriniø iniciatyvø centras, 2014.
117
Giovani Marë Giornavicchi (1740–1804).
118
Giovanni Battista Viotti (1755–1824).
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by playing along with famous musicians and asking
their advice. His violin teachers were the famous musicians of that time: Ivan Jarnovic117, Giovanni Battista Viotti118, Luigi Campanelli119, and Charles Philippe Lafont120. The knowledge of playing the piano M. K. Oginskis deepened by communicating
with the piano virtuoso and teacher Muzio Clementi120, Joseph Wölfl (1773–1812), Louis Johan Ludwikg Adam (1758–1848), Joachim Albertini
(1748–1812), Pietro Persechini (born about 1757),
Giralomo Crescentini (1762–1846), Senesino (Andrea Martini, 1761–1819), Giovanni Battista Velluti (1780–1831).
The first pieces of music by Mykolas Kleopas were
composed in his childhood. Then J. Kozlowsky
taught him to play, the basics of music, composition. Researchers still do not find some first compositions of Mykolas Kleopas. In the "Letters about
Music" M. K. Oginskis writes that a lot of music,
which he composed, was not considered as valuable
music. When after years, he went abroad and heard
playing his polonaise or romance; he was sincerely
surprised that his music was known, played usually
and even popular. About his composing process,
Mykolas Kleopas writes:
"More than one time when I sat down by the piano,
my mind was full of the music rules and subtleties of
German, French and Italian authors... I imagined that
I could be compared with Haydn, Mozart, etc... Sadly!
The most times I got up from the piano without any
beneficial thoughts. With each day, I began to realize
more and more that the rules in creation are not enough
because the rules do not inspire. [...]
I never composed under the order, never had an idea to
create a deliberate, theory-based music and work for hours.
Sounds and modulations were prompted for me from the
outbreak of enthusiasm, love, friendship or sorrow, sometimes pain or deep grief – compositions were inspired by my
feelings and state of the soul. I rarely remade the first improvisation. When I made the corrections of composition,
the quality and expression of feelings did not improve. Therefore, I often felt pleasure when my friends recognized,
valued and agreed that the more successful was the first
composition, inspired by feelings."

Luigi Campanelli (1751–1827).
Muzio Clementi (1752–1832).
121
Giovanni Ricordi – Italian violinist and the founder of the Casa Ricordi – classical music publish office, which was the largest music publishing
company at that time. A son of Gianbatista Ricordi and Angiola de Medici. Born in 1785 in Milan, died on 15th of March 1853 in the same city.
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I. Zaluskis, Klaipëda, p. 431.
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Mykolas Kleopas did not account his compositions,
systematized his notes, a part of compositions during
his lifetime was lost, a part published with distortions
or without the author's name. There were composers
seeking to increase their popularity and had printed their
notes by signing Oginskis name. Learned this later in
his life, M. K. Oginskis began to take care that his notes
were multiplied more accurately, without distorting,
on a good paper. He also tried to choose better publishers, however, Oginskis was not able to adjust everything, because at that time many of his compositions
were widely prevailed, printed and recopied by hand.
At the beginning of the 19th c., there was little attention paid to the copyrights – before publishing compositions only a few publishers inquired their author. Mykolas Kleopas was the most pleased with the publications, which were prepared with one of the most famous publishers of that time – Giovanni Ricordi121.
In this day even specialists, who are researching
musical legacy of M. K. Oginskis, could not tell the
exact number of compositions he created. According
to musicologists and M. K. Oginskis' musical heritage researchers, from all over to this day survived about
70-80, maybe even more, compositions. In his book122 I. Zaluski gives the following numbers: 41 pieces for piano, of which 24 polonaises for piano solos
and duets, 3 mazurkas, 3 waltzes, 3 marches, 2 quadrilles and 6 others. He also mentions vocal compositions: 17 romances and 2 polonaises, and operas
"Zelis and Valkuras" or "Bonaparte in Cairo".
In 2012, the printing house of Klaipeda University published the collection of 24 polonaises prepared by Vaiva Purlytë. The following were published
notes: No. 1 F – major (Polonaise of Death / Mort
Polonaise) No. 2 G – major, No. 3 f – minor, No. 4
B – major, No. 5 Es – major, No. 6 c – moll (Farewell / Les Adieux) No. 7 F – major, No. 8 f – minor
(Funeral Polonaise / Funébre Polonaise) No. 9 B –
major, No. 10 D – minor, No. 11 g – minor (Orphan / Sirotinuszka) No. 12 G – major, No. 13 a –
minor (Farewell to the Motherland / Les Adieux à la
Patrie), no. 14 C – major, No. 15 G – major for 3
hands (For Amelie / PourAmélie), No. 16 – minor
(Pathetic Polonaise / Pathétique Polonaise) No. 17 f

– minor (Serious Polonaise / Serieuse Polonaise) No.
18 g – minor, No. 19 C – major, No. 20 F – major,
No. 21 G – major (Precious Memory / O Cara memoria), No. 22 Es – major, No. 23 B – major, No.
24 Es – major. In 2014, One Actor's Theatre and
the Oginskiai Cultural History Museum of Rietavas
released CD collection of 24 polonaises and 28 romances of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis, recorded by
singer Giedrë Zeicaitë and pianist Vaiva Purlytë. You
can listen to all previously mentioned polonaises and
28 romances in this collection. The following romances are published in the CD: 1. I Desire Real Feelings / Più non desidero richezze, onori; 2. The Happy Moment / Ahi che fiero istante; 3. Dear sigh /
Caro il vapore; 4. As the Midday Sun / Come un a
sole mezzogiorno; 5. Sad Day Without You / Hélas!
Si je passe un jour sans te voir; 6. Take a Look at the
One I Love / Beautés que Venus même – t. Philippe
François Nazaire Fabre (1750–1794); 7. Love lesson
/ Vous qui prenez femme jolie; 8. Immerse in to Delicate Feelings / Livrons nous au tendre amour; 9. I
Find It Hard to Express My Love / Je t'aime tant –
t. Philippe François Nazaire Fabre; 10. Teach Me
to Love / J'ai cessé dis tu de t'aimer; 11. Love Grace /
L'eau qui caresse le rivage; 12. Rosette / Rosette – t.
Philippe Desportes (1546–1606); 13. You and I /
Le vous et le moi; 14. About Nothing / Sur un rien;
15. Let Me Believe / Fallait-il me guérir; 16. Only
for You / C'est pour vous; 17. Give Me a Smile / Je
ne t'ai with vue sourire; 18. When You Loved Me /
Quand tu m'aimais; 19. Memories / Doux Souvenir; 20. Previous Blessing / Félicité passée; 21. A
Lovely Shanty / Humble Cabane; 22. Hear the Dying! / Odi di un che muore!; 23. Awakening / Le
Réveil; 24. The Last Beautiful Autumn Day / Le
dernier beau jour d'Automne – t. Joseph Etienne
Esménard (1767–1811); 25. For Dafne / Dafni –
t. Giovanni Battista Perucchini (1784–1870); 26.
Stop the Tears Shed! / Przestan przede mnà ùzy roniã! – t. Antoni Gorecki (1787–1861); 27. Cute
Bearing of Innocent Couple / Lube siedlisko cnotliwej pary; 28. You Can Understand / Voi che semper in seno avete.
In the article "M. K. Oginskis and His Polonaises.
Between Classicism and Romanticism" (published in
the journal "Music Bars" ("Muzikos barai") February, 2015) a pianist, teacher, Vytautas Magnus University Music Academy lecturer Ðviesë Èepliauskaitë
emphasizes, that since 1792, polonaises were being

played in manors and earned public interest and recognition. Polonaises, she writes:
"Were played, danced and published all over the Europe – from the Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean Sea.
While these polonaises are the most popular part of his
creative legacy, however, we cannot affirm that all are
assembled and researched". Even the exact number of
Oginskis' polonaises is unknown:
- Edition of Louis Kohler published 14 polonaises (12
of them solo piano and one piano for three and four
hands);
- Grand-grand-grand-grandchild of the Duke Iwo
Zaluski published 24 polonaises for solo piano (including arranged from the original versions for several
hands); this option has chosen Lithuanian edition publisher and editor Vaiva Purlytë;
- Polish musicologist Janusz Mechanisz in the book
"Poczet kompozytorow polskich" ("The Society of Polish
Composers") claims that there are almost thirty polonaises." It were written for piano or harpsichord, with the
exception of only two polonaises for vocal with accompaniment (the composer's words)."
By the way, Janusz Mechanisz somehow questioned
the authorship of several polonaises: "It may be that a
part of them composed as well musically talented Hetman Mykolas Kazimieras Oginskis, who in his Slonim
manor founded opera house. He is considered the author
of music ant texts of several operas, which were built in
this manor." In her book "Musical Culture of Lithuanian Manors in the second half of the 18th c.–19th:
Intersection of Stylistic Eras", Laima Kiauleikytë mentions 28 polonaises (26 for piano and 2 for vocal and
piano with Italian text), also Oginskis polonaise for violin and piano G-major and three polonaises for piano
for four hands – bringing the total up to 32 polonaises.
However, this is not the final number. Laima Kiauleikytë in the above-mentioned publication and Mariam Azizbekova in her book "Piano Art in the Musical Life of
Vilnius. The first half of the 19th century" mention the
same fact, that in 1858, after the death of M. K. Oginskis, the printing house of Zawadzki in Vilnius issued six
polonaises of Oginskis, arranged by Stanislaw Moniuszko. However, authors' opinions about the arrangement
differ: M. Azizbekova claims that it was six orchestral
polonaises of Oginskis arranged for piano by S. Moniuszko, while L. Kiauleikytë writes about "original version
of six Oginskis' polonaises with a somewhat changed harmony and facture." In addition, she gives an interesting
information suggesting that this arranged composition
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was sent to Franz Liszt, who "in the same year on 16th
of March in the letter from Vienna answered that he is
sincerely grateful for the Count Oginskis' polonaises, is
deeply touched by such attention and asked to declare the
greatest sympathy and profound respect for St. Moniuszko." If, however, relying on insights of Mariam Azizbekova and to the existing 32 polonaises for piano, violin
and vocal we could place another six orchestral polonaises – the total number would rise to 38. But even this is
not the final figure. In his memoirs ("Vilnius in the 19th
century. Memoirs. The first book") Joseph Frank – a
medic, professor in Pathology and Special therapy Department of Vilnius University, the husband of the talented singer Christina Gerhardi – writes that in the
charity concert held in Vilnius casino on 1st of March
1807, among other compositions, "Mrs. Frank sang an
aria from the opera "Alonzo and Kora" and a polonaise,
for which the text and music was written by Mykolas
Oginskis. [...]" These memoirs demonstrate that in addition to the two Kiauleikytës' mentioned vocal polonaises in Italian language there exists also one in Polish. J.
Mechanisz referring to two vocal polonaises according to
the author's texts did not mention in what language the
text was written. Thus, another one to add to our final
number? When together with the actress Virginija Kochanskytë and singer Giedrë Zeicaitë we were preparing
the program for Oginskis anniversary, I found a set of
romances published in Poland. In this set, the two last
songs were polonaises in Polish. Maybe we can count
them in too?
So, we are left with a total of... 40? Regrettably, we
cannot neither confirm nor reject this number."
In the same article, S. Èepliauskaitë submits a few
facts about the quality of Mykolas Kleopas' compositions and author's attitude to his already published
notes and copyrights. She writes:
According to J. Mechaniszo, one by one, several or
complete sets of Oginskis' polonaises were published in
various printing houses in Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig, Vienna, Prague, Paris, London, Lvov, Warsaw and Vilnius.
Because of publication of one vocal polonaise (unfortunately neither tonality, nor the language of the text are
not mentioned), from Zalesye Oginskis on 28th of March
1820 sent maybe a bit staged or maybe full of a certain
resentment letter, which states that, "No one could offer
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you to lithograph my polonaise performed by lady Frank
in the concert. Nobody has rights to publish and lithograph my compositions. I am neither a poet nor a composer
and I do not intend to become a laughing-stock. Especially, to suffer if my work is reprinted by a version that was
sent to me. For the unpretentious musical composition this
would make the parody or even a caricature, and I would
like neither one nor the other."
I quote this letter from Laima Kiauleikytë's book, where
author perceives not only allegedly hurt the modesty of amateur composer, "but also a provision of the nobleman, whose
creative work was disseminated – such attitude was common to Lithuanian nobility over the statehood years" and
states that "upon romanticism the situation basically changed". So again, Oginskis appears to behave as the aristocrat of Enlightenment does, not as the romantic hero does.
After reading some of M. Azizbekova's observations
about trends and peculiarities of the work of publishing at the beginning of 19th c. in Vilnius, I would
dare to question such interpretation of Oginkis motives. M. Azizbekova writes: "In catalogues of notes a
lot of place covered chapter "Marches and Dances for
Piano" including wide repertoire for amateur music
playing with two and four hands, for one piano and
two-piano ensemble. The repertoire consisted of mazurkas, polonaises, ecossaises, anglaises, waltzes, quadrilles, cotillions and other popular dances, marches,
transposition and similar compositions for playing music at home. Authors of this kind of plays – composers
and amateurs – usually did not specify their names.
In 1820, J. Zawadzki released six polonaises for piano written by Sewerin Tyszkewicz; other amateur authors created under pseudonyms: J. G ***, L. G. ***,
Pani ***, W***ska."
Perhaps [...] Oginskis had the right to get irritated if
the name was publicized without his consent or perhaps
the polonaise, in his opinion, was not worth the publication. In addition to these seeming or real irritation reasons, other causes could be added. For example, Oginskis
conducted a charitable work in Vilnius: he was a chairperson of local charity society, established shelter home for
the sick and elderly. In 1817 in Vilnius, Oginskis published collections of polonaises and romances dedicated
for activities of society. After a couple of years, the new
collection of polonaises was published. It "was complete-

In the pages 62–63: music sheet from Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis’ Polonaise No 13 A-minor ("Farewell to the Motherland") published
in 2012 (Vaiva Purlytë, Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis. 24 polonezai fortepijonui (Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis. 24 Polonaises for Piano),
Klaipëda, Klaipëdos universiteto leidykla, 2012.

ly proofread and perfectly printed on very good paper".
This collection was sold at the store of charity society and
income was allocated for the custody needs. For the residents of shelter home he paid particular attention and
help – Oginskis even dedicated two compositions. The
advertisement announced: "In the store of charity society
there are compositions – polonaise and romance – of M.
O., published partly in Paris and partly in St. Petersburg. The author dedicates his compositions for the poor
living in the shelter home".
Ð. Èepliauskaitë also notes that:
"Therefore, it might be that the Duke was angered not
because of polonaise publishing fact, but the fact that it
was published unrelated with charity. We can question
about the exact number of Oginskis' polonaises, about the
assigning them to Classicism and Pre-romanticism, about
his sincerity expressing ambitions or composer's modesty,
however, there is no way to deny the popularity of his polonaises. Published collections of polonaises were sold out not
only in Vilnius and Warsaw but also in Paris, Prague,
Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg, and Milan. Not only amateurs but also professionals welcomed them.
M. Tomaszewski quotes the letter from London
(1826) of the famous Polish pianist Maria Szymanowski, where she wrote for the composer about the polonaise
a-minor ("Farewell to Motherland") that "it will fare as long as the world". It is true, that the other polonaises of Oginskis, which she performed, also succeed:
"I feel committed to play them wherever I will be."
F. Liszt in the book about F. Chopin described
Oginskis' polonaises as:
"The polonaises of the Duke Oginskis, the last Treasurer
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, earned enormous popularity. Their overall gloomy character softens some kind of
charm feeling of yearning, tenderness, naive and melancholy. Rhythm is reducing; modulations soften – like a solemn
and noisy cortege at first, calms down and fills up with
accumulation as if driving through the cemetery, of which
neighborhood is full of pride and laughter..."
Music researchers unanimously agree that the most valuable compositions of Mykolas Kleopas are the pieces for piano: polonaises, romances (among them there are few, for
which were written texts in Polish), mazurkas and marches.
According to A. Zaluski, the grand-grand-grand-grandchild of Oginskis, the author of several books about him,

from 17 known Oginskis' romances for 14 he wrote texts by
himself. He wrote the texts also for several of his polonaises.
Oginskis wrote or adapted texts for marches and songs of the
rifle squad, which he led during the Kosciuszko Uprising.
Some researchers of M. K. Oginskis' life and activities, including A. Zaluski, attribute the authorship
of music and words of the national anthem of Poland
"Poland Is Not Yet Lost (the most common name
"Dàbrowski's Mazurka") to Mykolas Kleopas.
A. Zaluski for approving this fact dedicated several publications. The latest one "Mykolas Kleopas
Ogisnkis: Life and Work" was published in 2015,
translated from Polish into Lithuanian and published in Vilnius (translated by Janina Krupoviè).
M. K. Oginskis wrote about composing in the second letter of the set of essays "Letter about Music"
("Laiðkai apie muzikà"), published in 1829 (Vilnius,
2014, p. 19–35):
"In autumn 1792, more than thirty-five years ago,
I was composing, or rather, improvised the polonaise in
Warsaw. At that time, I saw an unrealistic vision of
love. It did not last for long, but this period was breezed
by seriousness, peace, and happiness. It was my second
polonaise. The first one (written in B-flat major tonality) was very popular in Warsaw, because was positively
estimated for simplicity and aesthetics. Its advantage was
shortness – merely twenty beats, including the trio. I observed that I managed each part of polonaise (together with the
trio) to end up with expressive melodies, which differed from
usual, therefore, the last two beats, after a new reprise132
which began of each part and became less monotonous.
My second polonaise F major with the trio F minor
caused even more repercussions and it was begun to forecast that I would undertake to change modulations of
polonaises, because so far in the country it was dances of
aristocracy, reflecting the national character and bringing together singing, expression, aesthetic and feelings.
I admit that the second polonaise made a remarkable impression even for me. I play it for a few weeks with
the great pleasure, but I never had an idea that it would
have such public success in every country it would be
played, and after thirty-five years, it would remain its
initial popularity.
After we failed the 1792 campaign, Russians occupied Warsaw and my newly composed polonaise reached

123
Reprise (renewal, repetition) – musical composition section‘s repetition immediately or after a certain time.
123 Catherine II (Yekaterina Alexeyevna or Catherine the Great, 1729–1796) – the most renowned and the longest-ruling female leader of
Russia, reigning from 1762 until her death in 1796 at the age of 67.
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St. Petersburg, where it was performed as Oginskis' polonaise in the manor of Empress Catherine II123. The
polonaise was arranged for all types of instruments, as
soldierly music was performed in military parades, and
in all St. Petersburg nobility gatherings was played by
piano and harp.
I admit that the polonaise caused public admiration
and partly because of it, in 1793, I was greeted with
hospitality in St. Petersburg when I arrived requiring to
return the sequestrated lands. At the time my heart was
depressed by pain and sorrow for my motherland disasters, I was almost bankrupt, so for sure I thought not
about music; but yet everywhere I appeared, everyone admired my polonaise, and in all salons, where was a piano, I was asked to play it again and again up to my
complete exhaustion.
After about two months, I left St. Petersburg and for
many years, I did not think about the polonaise. During
that time the unfortunate Seimas of 1793 assemble, the
Uprising occurred in 1794, and the last partition of Poland was followed by eight years of emigration.
My love for music came back when in 1794 I joined
the forces of Motherland defenders. I created a march for
my riflemen squad created; this march was carried out
also in other squads. Then I created military and patriotic songs, coming into the great success because it strengthened the power and enthusiasm of friends in arms.
My mind was confused after the tragic outcome of the
uprising and the collapse of the Motherland. I was forced to flee from my parents' land, became poverty-stricken, I was infested with the saddest thoughts, I was often
in despair, therefore for composing the music I did not
have neither time, nor inclination, nor desire. I was wandering in exile and if on the way suddenly came across a
piano, I involuntary sat down by it and as though delirious played sorrowful, heartbreaking, sometimes stormy
sounds. As hitting the fingers for a couple hours of playing
mostly the poor instrument, with amazement I realized
that I improvised such sorrowful themes, fantasies and melodies that it would have drawn a tear even for the most
insensitive people.
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You should be in my place to understand the worth of
such creation. By the way, after a while I abandoned my
creative work and did not write anything down. Only a
few sorrowful polonaises recalls the music of those days,
when I composed having a little more free time in Naples,
Constantinople, and later in Paris and Berlin. They reflect my feelings of that time.
At the beginning of 1797, persistently requested by a
few compatriots, in Lombardy I composed a military
march for Polish legionnaires124. The famous clarinetist
from Paris – Lefévre125 – arranged it for all wind instruments. A few days later, it was performed in the church
of Saint Rocha at the Teophilanthropist meeting, where
many various audiences participated. It received the tumultuous applause, from all sides you could hear 'Bis!
Bis!' – everyone wanted to hear it again. For the first
time, my composer's ego was very pleased and I never
forgot that day.
I have the intention to tell you more about polonaise
in F, which causes a lot of interest. About ten years passed
after composing it when Emperor Alexander126 at the beginning of his ruling permitted me to return to Russia. In
1802, I arrived at St. Petersburg.
My first childhood music teacher Kozlowski, who at
the time was the director of His Imperial Supremacy theatres in St. Petersburg and Moscow, showed me my three
polonaises, of which the first was in F, musical scores,
written in Vienna, Berlin and Leipzig. Kozlowski thought
that they were full of inaccuracies, because, of course, he
did not have a good copy of the manuscript. He asked me
to give him my compositions, which I managed to preserve and asked for permission on his account to publish
they in the printing house of music goods merchant Dama127 in Saint Petersburg.
Then the first collection of polonaises and the second collection French and Italian melodies were published. The latter, in my opinion, should not have been
published. I was very upset when I saw both collections
published on a poor quality paper with so many inaccuracies that I have never forgiven myself for trusting
my compositions for an old friend Kozlowski. However,
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This march (F-dur) has nothing common with the legions song Jeszcze Polska, which is also known as Dabrowski Mazurka, as it was
previously thought by historians (for instance, V. Pozniak, " Lenkijos tautinio himno genezei" ("Polish national Anthem Genesis"), Dainininkas,
1939, N o 2-3).
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Jean Xavier Lefévre – composer, music pedagogue, an author of the very popular publication "Méthode de clarinette" ("Clarinet Method"),
which was published in 1802. He taught playing clarinet in the Paris Conservatoire. Born in 1763, died in 1829.
126
Alexander I (Alexander Pavlovich Romanov) – Russian Emperor (1801–1825), the Grand Duke of Sweden (1809–1825), King of Poland
(1815–1825). Born on 23rd of December 1777 in Saint Petersburg, died on 1st of December 1825 in Taganrog.
127
The surname of the publisher M. K. Oginskis wrote in a wrong way. In a book of I. Belza Istoriia pol’skoi muzykal’noi kul’tury ("Cultural
History of Polish Music"), Muzig, 1954, volume 1, p. 274. a surname was written as Dalm.

I could not blame him for negligence because at the
time of the publishing he was very ill and could not
control the printing process.
The other nine years I have not heard about the neither of my famous polonaise in F nor any rumours about
the author. Only in 1811 a friend of mine came to St.
Petersburg and brought from Leipzig a copy of my three
polonaises. The introduction was in German [...].
As in 1811, I had important work – which took all
my time and attention – to do in St. Petersburg, I only
smiled when I saw the copy published in Leipzig. The
publisher of polonaises sought to prove that I am alive.
By the way, I did not know that my polonaises were
still popular. Only in 1822, when I went from Russia
to Italy, at a different time and in different places
I found out all the details about the rumours [...]
After arriving in Dresden in January 1823, I began
to flip through the old numbers of Leipzig's musical newspaper, because I was said that there was written about
me. In fact, I found several articles, where I was highly
praised for my romances and polonaises, especially for in
F. Editors of a newspaper persistently searched for genius, good taste, originality and emotion in my compositions. They even said that in the context of Polish music
I was levelled to Haydn in Germany – any other artist
has not been able to imitate his famous minuets.
Such comparison was something marvellous to me, but
I could very sincerely admit that I never claimed to be a
composer, that I not even valued my poor talent – I just
did not feel like composing serious music and, by the way,
I had never had neither time nor the inclination to beco-

me famous as a musician.
In the music store in Dresden, I found my polonaises
published in Prague, Berlin, Vienna and Neuchatel128.
This copy was named "Two Prominent Polonaises of
I. P. Oginskis".
In another copy, which publishing place in not specified, it was added "J. W. P." As I realized these copies
were made in Poland, because foreigner publishers did
not knowing how to write my titles and left the Polish
version acronym I. P. (Imci Pana) while others wrote
J. W. P – His Excellency Mister. [...]
There were some copies of only three polonaises. The
first one was always identified as famous or favourite,
then the polonaise do minor (In 2014 published "Letters" it is incorrectly named la minor – D. M. note),
which I called The Farewell, and Sol major, which I arranged for four hands, but it was shortened for two hands
playing. [...]
At that time, the renowned composer Weber129, who
headed the Royal Opera of Dresden, was famous for his
Freü-Schütze (The Freeshooter)130, came to me and sincerely praised my musical creativity. [...]
Concluding my story about my stay in Dresden, I will
add that one young man, named Inkerman, successfully
improving in the art of lithography, insisted me on giving
him my polonaises, romances and other compositions with
my own corrections. He published four high-quality collections on his own initiative and expenses. On the each copy,
he specified that it was printed from the original, which was
obtained from the author. When Inkerman arrived in Italy, he wrote letters full of gratitude reporting that those pub-

Neuchàtel (New castle) – capital of the Nauchatel canton, a Swiss town in the western part of the country, near the lake Neuchâtel.
Carl Maria von Weber – German composer, conductor, pioneer of the German romantic opera. Born in 1786 in a family of wandering opera
troupe musicians. Studied in Munich, Vienna, Mannheim, and Darmstadt. In 1821 on the occasion of an opening of the theatre in Berlin, he
produced a romantic opera " Der Freischütz" ("The Freeshoter"). It gave him a huge success in a stage. Composition of the opera "Euryanthe" is
still famous. Other his operas – "Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbarn" ("Peter Schmoll and his Neighbours"–1803), "Abu Hassan" (1811),
"Oberon" (1826) – were less successful. Died in 1826 in London. After 15 years his remains were transferred to Dresden.
130
Premiere of the opera "Der Freischütz" ("The Freeshooter") took place in Berlin on 18th of June 1821.
131
Remark of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: "While I was living in Vilnius in 1817, at the time, when the skilful German artist was in the town, I
released my polonaises and romances on my own expenses. The publications were intended to support poor people, about 500 people, who lived
in a shelter home of Vilnius, whose chairman I was. Compassionate people rushed to buy the publications and the fund of the poor people, was
supplemented from six till seven hundred gold ducats. "
132
Remark of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: "In a shop of Ricordi my six polonaises, six romances translated in Italian language, two romances in
Italian, new French romance, eight my last polnaises, " Odi di un uom che muore" („Ode About the Human Death") " (Italian romance),
romance "Jesienny dzieñ" ("The Last Beautiful Day of an Autumn"), romance "Przebudzenie" ("Awakening"), were printed one after another."
133
V. Pozniak assumes that the surname Scribani was the pseudonym of the composer, who liked to write poetry. (Poýniak V., "Romans wokalny
w tvóczoúci M. Kl. Ogiñskiego", Rozprawy i Notatki Muzykologiczne, Kraków, 1934, zesszyt I, s. 35–36 / Pozniak V., "Vocal Romance in the
Works of M.K. Oginskis", Musicological research and notes, Krakow, 1934, notebook No 1, p. 35-36).
134
Alina Bertrand – harpist, who worked in the manor of the French King.
135
Talking about the work, known as "Polonez Koúciuszki" ("Kosciuszko’s Polonaise"), which was very popular in the end of 18th c. Most
probably, the author is A. J. Barcicki, however there is the reason to believe that the author could be T. Kosciuszko himself. That is mentioned in
a publication – H. Dobrialska, Polonez przed Chopinem, Warszawa, 1938, s. 64 ("Polonaise till Chopin", Warsaw, 1938, p. 64). Most
probably there is a mistake made in the manuscript. Maybe it could be: editeur.
128
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lications brought him considerable benefits. As a proof of
gratitude, he sent me several musical and lithography works
dedicated for me. They were perfected to such level that it
could not be even better.131
When I arrived in Italy, the gentlemen Rikordi, Griua
(Grna?) and others asked for manuscripts of my compositions, which they intended to publish in a few collections
in Milan. They also released six of my French romances,
which were translated into Italian132 by Earl Scribani133.
As 1826 were ending, I was very surprised by Miss
Alina Bertran134 at the concert in the Pergola Theatre
in Florence. The famous French manor harpist performed Oginskis' polonaise arranged by herself for harp (first
published in Paris, then in Milan). However, most of all
I was surprised and amused by the title of one publication sent from Paris: "Three Famous Oginskis' Polonaises for Piano or Harp, Paris, Printing house of musician
Demar, Bouloix st. 13". I could frankly say that I composed the first (in F) and the second (La minor, which I
used to call "Farewell"), however, the third one is not
mine. I would be angry if it was assigned to me. However, it was still famous, just because it was called as the
most favourite polonaise of Kosciuszko135. I do not know
who composed it, but it was only suitable for dance and
was nothing like my polonaises. [...]
In 1825, Mrs. Szymanowska136, the pianist of Russian Imperial Supremacy, held a concert, received abundant applause, and everyone cried out "Bravo", the au-

Marianna Agata Woùowska Szymanowska – world-famous Polish composer and one of the first 19th c. professional virtuoso pianists, she
contributed to formation of the european romantic-pianism. Born on 14th of December 1789 in Warsaw. She toured in many countries; many
poets and musicians admired her talent. A. Mickevièius, J.V. Goethe, J. Field, L. Cherubini, N. Hummel dedicated some of their compositions
to M. Szymanowska. In the album of Szymanowska, M.K. Oginskis recorded his second polonaise F-Dur (it is mentioned in the beginning of
this letter), noting that "he rewrote this polonaise on 7th of November 1824 in Florence, in order that this gift will sometimes remind
Szymanowska of him". (Maria Szymanowska, Krakow, 1954, p. 44). Died on 25th of July 1831 in Saint Petersburg.
137
Remark of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: "You, of course, know that in Geneva more music is sold in a form of manuscripts than in
printed options. This is because it is cheaper, furthermore, though there are many foreigners in the city, I managed to find only two music
stores, and in the same the choise was very poor."
138
Ludwig van Beethoven – one of the most famous composers of the transitional period between the Classicism and the Romanticism. Born
on 17th of December 1770 in Bonn (Germany). Created symphonies, overtures, music for theatre stages, concerts for violin with orchestra,
concerts for grand piano with orchestra, string quartets, grand piano trio, violin and grand piano sonatas, violoncello and grand piano sonatas,
grand piano sonatas, variation cycles for grand piano, oratorios, operas, masses, arias, songs. His creation work did a huge impact to the later
composers. Died on 26th of March 1827 in Vienna.
139
Remark of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis: "Chimaroza was happier than many other composers, who created after him, because the famous
Rome abbot gave him a numerous of grotesque poems for his operas. That was enough to create only librettos, as I said before."
140
Gioacchino Antonio Rossini – Italian composer, one of the most famous, productive and talented Italian opera creators. Born on 29 th of
February 1792 in Pesaro (Italy). Died on 13th of November 1868. In 1887 his remains were moved to Florence and buried in the Basilica of
Santa Croce (Basilica of the Saint crosses).
141
The correct name of this month journal is "The Harmonicon". It was published in 1823–1833. H. Mendel " Musikalisches Conversations
Lexicon" ("Musical Conversations Lexicon") wrotes, that in 1824 this journal published M.K. Oginskis work "Legenda" ("Legend"). Unfortunately, there are no finer details about that composition of this polonaises author. According to Grove "Dictionary of Music and Musicians"
(Volume 3, p. 683) in this monthly journal twelve polonaises of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis were published in 1824.
142
Józef Antoni Poniatowski – Duke, military general, French marshal, Elder of Þieþmariai, nephew of the last king of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth Stanislaw August Poniatowski (ruled in 1764–1795). J. Poniatowski born on 7th of May 1763 in Vedeno,died on 19th of
October 1813 near Leipzig.
143
Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis, Laiðkai apie muzikà, p. 33.
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dience asked to play Oginskis' polonaise again, although
it was certainly not included in the program. The dear
pianist kindly fulfilled the desire of the audience and again
received massive applause.
On my arrival to Geneva in 1826, everywhere I went
I heard that my polonaise was known for a long time
and played with a great success. The old copyist, who
worked for me for a few months, while preparing the
manuscript of my "Memoirs", said that made more than
500 copies in twenty years. [...]137
The famous Genevan scientist and physician Businni, who highly valued my music, compared my polonaises to the most beautiful elegies.
In Geneva Library, I, for the first time, read an article in
London music newspaper Panharmonicon, of which the
first number had just been published. Among the thirty most
famous composers – whose compositions were intended to be
published in this newspaper – in addition to Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven138 Cimarosa139, Rossini140 and other names I was very surprised to see my name as well141. [...]
I will end my letter with a detail, which I constantly remember. The last fallen hero of Poland, the Duke Josef Poniatowski142, admired my polonaise, about which I spoke to
you so much and which he never fed up listening. I have heard
straight from the lips of Lady's general's wife Kamenecka (maiden name Trembicka) that throughout 5 years, starting with
1796's, every night she asked to play the polonaise for the
Duke's Josef guests in Blacha – the part of Royal Castle in

Ex-libris of Jaroslv Minar (Czech Republic). Submitted for the international ex-libris contest commemorating Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis 250th birth anniversary in Lithuania (2015)
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Warsaw – in which at that time lived the Duke.143
The greater part of compositions of Mykolas Kleopas was created in Zalesye after he returned from
the exile in 1802. In his book "Oginskiai Gene"
I. Zaluski notes: "Every Mykolas Kleopas' romance created in Polish, French, and Italian is an individual love song." According to the author, probably six romances are written while living Zalesye: No.
l (Livrons nous au tendre amour), No. 2 (Sur un
Rien), No. 3 (Fallait-il me guénir), No. 4 (C'est
pour vous) dedicated (Romance de Papa a Emma
Oginska), No. 16 (Przestañ przede mnà ùzy ronic)
according to the poem of poet Antonio Górecki
(1787–1861) and No. 17 (Lube siedlisko cnotliwej pary) that later dedicated to his cousin Gabrielius Oginskis.
At the time, in Poland, as well as polonaises –
which in recent years commemorating the 250th birth
anniversary of Mykolas Kleopas are played everywhere again – romances became popular as well. According to I. Zaluski, J. Kazlowski with pride promoted compositions of Mykolas Kleopas. In the published collection of 24 polonaises, V. Purlytë retells
I. Zuluski propositions, in the introductory text notes ("Comments", p. 5–7):
"Before leaving Zalesye, M. K. Oginskis composed
the polonaise C minor, which was full of melancholy
and pathos, but with an optimistic, almost military major trio. This is handwritten polonaise No. 6 "The Farewell" (Les Adieux) by Joseph Kozlowski [...] in St.
Petersburg. Through it the composer expressed his suffering soul torn to pieces. The elegiac mood is particularly marked in the middle part. This dark polonaise brightened only by a hopeful trio, which sunny mood fades
again in the recapitulation. [...]
M. K. Oginskis polonaises digressed from the former
polonaises: shock rhythm gained new emotional colour
coherent with personal experiences. The melody was driven by lyrical-dramatic events, which struck the composer's life. In 1819, the polonaise D minor No. 10 appeared. It was the best example of dramatic melancholy.
However, polonaises of M. K Oginskis were played in
dance parties. Orchestras played them during banquets,
but the most orchestrations differed from originals. It frequently was improvisations of polonaises. Composer ap-
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plied the amateur piano playing technique for his music.
Mostly it consisted of left arm Alberti accompaniment in
the centre of a keyboard, often written in "short-hand"
style and a performer practically formed the chord. Righthand melody was often moved to a boss.
M. K. Oginskis entrusted work of editing and corrections for J. Kozlowski. Mykolas Kleopas was grateful for Joseph Anton Franz Elsner144, who published
some of his polonaises in Warsaw. In Florence
M. K. Oginskis the famous company of Giovanni Ricordi published compositions. Two collections were released: "Six polonaises" and "The Last Eight Polonaises". In the latter collection was published polonaises
G major No. 12 for two hands. In addition, the original version (four hands) is also in this publication.
The aesthetic attitude of M. K. Oginskis was shaped
by Enlightenment ideas and nobility's musical culture of
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. M. K. Oginskis was fond
of the music of Franz Joseph Haydn. In some polonaises,
the influence of Haydn is very noticeable. The composer
was closer to classical aesthetics, but his compositions were touched by shades of a romantic style, although quite
conservative, cautious. Comprehensive sophistication and
self-awareness of nobleman led to an assertiveness of propositions and freedom of decisions. This was evidenced
by graceful polonaises No. 2 G major, No. 14 C major,
No. 19 C major, also, polonaise No. 15 G major for
three hands (For Amelia) composed in 1814 and dedicated for his daughter Amelia. Later, Amelia herself
composed several polonaises; she played the piano perfectly, drew and was interested in poetry.
In many polonaises, heroic imagery could be found –
fanfare sounds calling to a combat and then it is changed by melodious, lyrical, ornamental passages. Such
change is particularly significant in polonaise No. 16 D
minor, known as the "Pathetic Polonaise" No. 9B major, No. 22 Es major. The most popular polonaises were
written in a minor harmony. It perfectly reflected the
feelings, which covered hearts of homeland's people.
Some melodies of polonaises are lyrical, others thoughtful, cheerful and has a militarist tone, which is rather
associated with a game of tin soldiers than with a real
war. It is important that these polonaises were created
for the listening rather than dancing – for example, polonaise No. 18 G minor and others. This was a new

144
Józef Antoni Franciszek Elsner (sometimes called Józef Ksawery Elsner) – Polish theologian, composer, pedagogue, editor, medic, Polish music
promoter and publisher. Born on 1st of June 1769 in Grodków (Silesia). Died on 18th of April 1854.

concept, which was later taken over by F. Chopin.
M. K. Oginskis polonaises indicated the direction for romantic polonaise. Romantic polonaise is poetic play full
of wide emotional range, contrasting moods, elegiac moods, lyricism, drama and even tragedy. [...]
Such polonaises later composed M. Szymanowska,
F. Ostrowski, K. Lipinski, while the peak of perfection
reached in Chopin's creational work. It is symbolic that
the end of romanticism also crowned by the polonaise –
A. Scriabin's [...] Polonaise Op. 21 (1898). [...]"
In his book, I. Zaluski complements the composing of Mykolas Kleopas, provides composing dates,
locations and circumstances of some romances and polonaises. He also writes that in 1803 Mykolas Kleopas' first of two Venice polonaises No. 6 C minor ("Les
Adieux") became the introductory publication in the
first volume of J. Elsner's monthly magazine "The Collection of the Best Polish Musical Compositions and
Songs". The second Venice polonaise (No. 8 F minor,
in later editions published with the subtitle "Polonaise funébre") was published in volume 8. J. Elsner published more majestic and optimistic polonaise No. 24
Es major in volume 4 (1805).145 I. Zaluski states:146
"Mykolas Kleopas' waltzes had a Polish shade and
resembled rather the Mazovian than Viennese waltzes. Mazurkas had strong peripheral elements of folk,
such as the slow and melancholic Kujawiak and crazy
Oberek. They were the folk dances from Kujawy and
Mazovia regions to the West of Warsaw. Ant they were very similar to the popular folklore and the subsequent esoteric mazurkas of Chopin."
In the book "Oginskiai Gene", it is also stated that
in "Letters about Music" M. K. Oginskis mentions
unsuccessful publication of 12 polonaises and romances' collection edited by J. Kozlowski in 1810. They
were published in Berlin, in the printing house "Concha et Comp". In the publication "Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung"147 E. T. A. Hoffman analyzes characteristic features of M. K. Oginskis' polonaises published on the initiative of J. Kozlowski. Also, he overviews strengths and weaknesses of M. K. Oginskis'

polonaises and draws a conclusion that his polonaises are the most magnificent of this genre because
more charming it is difficult to find.148 I. Zaluski
identified collections released by J. Kozlowski as the
first M. K. Oginskis' publishing project in an international arena.149 Laima Kiauleikytë150, the researcher of
the culture of manors and a music historian, was one
of the first in Lithuania, who drew attention to creative work of M. K. Oginskis. She writes:
"Musical composing of the last treasurer of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis (1765–
1833) was sparse but phenomenally popular and it is
considered as the characteristic expression of his personality. [...] The whole life of the Duke, hobbies of his children and grandchildren, the environment was permeated by music art. Composer's speeches of music constitute
a consistent intellectual system. At first, it is worth noting that Oginskis' musical provisions are quite conservative and cautious; however on the contrary is his music
composing, which, according to researchers, seems to have the shades of romantic style. The nature of his initial
provisions is largely influenced by the noble class, which
forced to refuse the career of a professional musician. Becoming a musician for the nobleman was not acceptable. Dependency to the noble class reflected in composer's
speeches: attitude to creative work, a function of composition, art of performance, folk music, historical music
style and genre. Perception of an art and music development is also corresponding. The Duke was closer to classical aesthetics because his attitude was shaped by ideas of
the Enlightenment and noble music culture of the Grand
Duchy Lithuania. Comprehensive sophistication and selfawareness of nobleman led to an assertiveness of propositions and freedom of decisions [...] the musical reflection
of M. K. Oginskis, his, as performer's, practice and composing are common for the European nature. [...]
The content and form of M. K. Oginskis' "Letters about
Music" reveals the ideological and aesthetic influence to
the music culture of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which
at that time lost the statehood, by the Enlightenment. [...]
During the Kosciuszko Uprising (1794) M. K. Ogins-

I. Zaluskis, Klaipëda, p. 84–86.
Ibid, p. 87.
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Ibid, p. 91.
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Ibid, p. 93.
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Ibid, p. 99.
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Music historian Laima Kiauleikytë graduated from the current Lithuanian Music and Theatre Academy in 1982. Her area of the researches –
Lithuanian music culture of 18–19 c., evolution of music eras, music of manors and small towns, European and Lithuanian music culture contexts.
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Kiauleikytë L., "Muzikinës kunigaikðèio Mykolo Kleopo Oginskio (1765–1833) paþiûros" ("Attitutude Towards Music of Mykolas Kleopas
Oginskis (1765–1833)"), Þemaièiø þemë, 2005, N o. 4, p. 12–13.
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"View of Vilnius". Unknown 19th c. painter. Lithuanian Art Museum, LDM G-2153

kis' composing was emotional and sentimental, as if from
the period of Pre romanticism, but soon he returned as
more conservative composer. The piano plays, rebel songs
and romances and other short genre composing was the field,
where the emergence of romanticism was characteristic. Meanwhile on the turn from the 18th to 19th century, according to his own libretto written in French, the opera "Zelisa
and Valcour, or Bonaparte in Cairo (Zelis et Valcour ou
Bonaparte au Caire [...]) was built. This opera revealed
music features of the Enlightenment, which coincided with
the collision of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania."151
M. K. Oginskis was a pioneer of the romantic polonaise. He began to compose in this genre in the
Pre-romanticism era – the last decade of the 18th c.
It is supposed that only in 1794 he composed 20, of
which the most famous – "Farewell to the Motherland"152. Musicologist Viktoras Gerulaitis notes:
"M. K. Oginskis' polonaises created the direction of
romantic polonaise: poetic by its concept, developed range
of emotions, based on the change of contrasting moods,
restrained within the framework of solemn procession,
gaining elegiac moods, and lyrics, dramatic and even
tragic. In his "Letters about Music" (1828), Oginskis
calls them "Polonaises not for dance" ... Such polonai-

Ibid.
"Bernardinai" http://www.bernardinai.lt/straipsnis/2009–10–16-mykolas-kleopas-oginskis-atsisveikinimas-su-tevyne/33677 (Site previewed on:
20-06-2015).
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ses were composed by M. Szymanowska (1789–1831),
F. Ostrovsky (1802–1860), K. Lipinski (1790–
1861). "Polonaises not for dance" reached the peak in
Chopin's creative work. It is symbolic that the end of
romanticism was crowned by the polonaise – A. Scriabin's (1872–1915) Polonaise Op. 21 (1898).
M. K. Oginskis in the "Letters..." expressed his view
towards polonaise: "Polonaises in our country were only
public dances. However, they, while retaining the national character, could combine melodiousness, expressiveness, taste and feeling. [...]". Many composers, including J. Elsner and K. Kurpiñski (1785–1857), experienced impact of Oginskis' polonaises. They subsequently used this genre in operatic and instrumental works.
Polonaises are filled with folk elements of rhythm, melody, music is sometimes developed quite dramatically, with
significantly contrasting mood (lyricism-sorrow-determination), consisting of three parts. All these features talk about a
desire to escape from the aesthetic of a salon. Likewise, romances were created with a developed melody and drama,
which often reminds of arias of the Italian romantic opera.
[...] Piano and vocal creative work of M. K. Oginskis is a
significant achievement in his music era. It allows affirming that M. K. Oginskis, together with J. Elsner (1769–
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Isidoren Laurent Deroy (1797–1886), Jonas Kazimieras Vilèinskis (1806–1885), Józef Szymon Kurowski (1809–
1851). "Krakow. To worship in 1850 burnt the Holy Trinity Church", mid-19th c.

1854) – composer, conductor, teacher, founder of the Music
School and the Institute of Fine Arts in Warsaw – were the
renowned predecessors of Frederic Chopin (1810–1849).153
M. K. Oginskis describes his attitude towards the popular classical music, performers and relation with them of the
first decades of the 18th century in Europe in these words:
As long as the world exists, there will be different
and conflicting opinions on taste. There will be attempts to determine what a real beauty is, although
they fail to agree on the unchanging and unanimous
criteria of assessment, so there will inevitably be looked for relative criteria. Everyone sees in his own eyes,
listens with his own ears and estimates in their own
way, and owns opinion is constantly changing and
rarely has any prejudices. However, it must be admitted that it is easier to assess poetry, theatre performance, drawing, painting or sculpture – what has strict
rules and for what innate sense and fair eyesight is
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M. K. Oginskis, Laiðkai apie muzikà, p. 51–52.

enough. It is more difficult to assess music compositions,
in which the genius of the author is overflowing when
imagination is unfettered, and the author is sticking to
the theory rules, that only a few are familiar with.
M. K. Oginskis was familiar with not only the previous era music traditions, the most famous compositions, but also knew recent European classical music
trends, was acquainted with many genius composers
and performers. M. K. Oginskis valued them, according to his own understanding and perception. He
freely expressed his opinion, but never imposed it to
whom inclined to listen to him and read his texts. It is
constantly emphasized in "Letters about Music".154
M. K. Oginski did not become a professional musician; even he had all the necessary abilities, and –
the most importantly – the innate talent of composer and musician. For Mykolas Kleopas music was
always an inspiration, inseparable from the talent.
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